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The problem of optical selectivity in laser excitation of polyatomic molecules and the elimination of intramolecular vibrational 
redistribution (IVR) processes is discussed. The recent prediction by Tannor, Blanco, and Heller, that off-resonance excitation 
may achieve such a selectivity in alkylbenzenes, is shown to have some serious difficulties, since it is based on the assumption 
that the doorway state in these systems is localized in the benzene ring and that a dynamical IVR takes place. This assumption 
is not supported by the existing experimental data. Moreover, our earlier analysis shows that elimination of IVR may be 
achieved only when the excitation is detuned away from any molecular state (not just the doorway state). When the 
quasicontinuum of background molecular levels is properly taken into account, the apparent selectivity predicted by TBH 
disappears. 

In a recent article by Tannor, Blanco, and Heller (TBH), it 
was proposed that off-resonance excitation of large polyatomic 
molecules may result in the elimination of intramolecular vibra- 
tional redistribution (IVR) processes and allow the performance 
of laser selective chemistry.’ As an example they suggested the 
12; excitation of a lkylbenzene~.~+~ Their analysis leads to the 
apparent conclusion that, by tuning the excitation frequency 
sufficiently off resonance (a few hundred an-’) from the doorway 
state, it may be possible to dissociate selectively a substituent on 
the benzene ring, since energy will not flow to the side chain under 
these conditions. In this Letter, we wish to make the following 
points: 

(i) The series of experiments on alkylbenzenes was initiated 
following our suggestion and predictionZ that, in the statistical 
limit, this will be an ideal system to observe the onset of IVR from 
the ring to the side chain. Unfortunately, these steady-state and 
time-resolved (nanosecond) fluorescence studies contain no evi- 
dence whatsoever for the existence of a selective excitation in the 
ring, followed by a dynamical IVR process. This is mainly due 
to the insufficient frequency and temporal resolution used in these 
experiments. There are two different interpretations which are 
fully consistent with all the existing experimental o b s e r v a b l e ~ : ~ ~ ~  
one is purely static (state mixing), whereby the initial doorway 
state is delocalized between the ring and the side chain. In this 
case, no IVR occurs in these systems. The other interpretation 
is dynamical, i.e., the initial excitation is localized in the ring and 
undergoes a dynamical IVR process. The prediction of TBH’ is 
based on the assumption that the second interpretation holds. This 
assumption is not supported by the available experimental in- 
formation. Only experiments, which are both time and frequency 
resolved with a much better resolution can distinguish between 
the two cases. Since it appears that, despite our analysis, there 
is still some confusion on this point, we shall try to clarify it further. 

(ii) Even when IVR does take place, we show that the condition 
for selectivity is that the detuning of the excitation frequency be 
far off-resonance not only from the doorway state but also from 
any other molecular state. The predictions of TBH are based on 
an unphysical molecular level scheme, which ignores the quasi- 
continuum. This point is clarified by using our earlier a n a l y s i ~ ~ ~ ~  
which is based on the doorway state formalism5 When the correct 
molecular level scheme is taken into account, the selectivity 
predicted by TBH corresponding to large detunings (hundreds 
of an-’) disappears. There exists, however, a selectivity on a much 
finer detuning scale (GHz) whenever a gap exists in the molecular 
eigenstates. This selectivity is well-known the~re t ica l ly~-~  and 
is supported by some recent experimental evidencee6 

In order to make the analysis, let us introduce the standard level 
scheme (Figure 1) and review some of the basic results from the 
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Figure 1. The level coupling scheme. Is) is the doorway state, coupled 
radiatively to 18) and via V,, to the quasicontinuum {Ig’)), whose spectral 
width is A (-A/2 < E, < A/2). {lg’)) are vibronic states belonging to the 
ground electronic state. In a fluorescence experiment the molecule ab- 
sorbs an wL photon and emits an ws photon. 

theory of radiationless p r o c e s s e ~ . ~ * ~ ’ ~  Suppose, we have a single 
doorway state Is)  coupled to a manifold (Ib) via intramolecular 
interactions Vsl. For the alkylbenzenes, we may take I s )  to be a 
zero-order state, in which this energy is redistributed in the side 
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Figure 2. The absorption ( I , )  and direct emission I D  rates (eq 4 and 5 )  as a function of detuning w = wL - wSg. Levels 11) are equally spaced with 
spacing 1, V,, were random -W 5 V,, 5 W where W = 3. Shown are two calculations with A = 40 and A = 200. The line shapes for both systems 
are practically the same apart from the background in  the wings. 

chain. The molecular Hamiltonian is taken to be 

H = Ig)E,(gl + Is)(Es - i / 2 y S ) ( ~ l  + CIl)(Ei - i/2yi)(ll + 

the total number of emitted photons. To that end, we introduce 
Green's f ~ n c t i o n : ~ * ~ - ~  

(3) 
1 

E, + W L  - H 
1 

C[~SllS)(ll + Vsl1)(~Il (1) 
I 

For the present discussion, it will be useful to consider the exact 
electronically excited molecular eigenstates b), which diagonalize 
the molecular Hamiltonian H, Le. 

The absorption line shape (which is identical with the total 
emission) is given by 

(4)  l a ( W L )  = - Im Gss(WL) 
-2 
Y ti) = ajIs) + CPjiII) (2a) 

I 

with 

Here, cyj and Pjl are the mixing coefficients of these states, and 
Ej and rj are the energy and the width of the b)  state. Note, that 
if rj is purely radiative, then for our model system it will be 
independent of j. since Is) and 111)) have the same radiative width 
(ys = yI = rj). We shall be interested in a steady-state 
fluorescence process, whereby the molecule absorbs a photon with 
frequency wL and emits a photon a,. Under certain conditions, 
it may be possible to distinguish between a direct emission, ori- 
ginating from the doorway state, and a redistributed emission, 
originating from the (11))  state^.^-^,'-'^ (Normally, the direct 
emission is simple and sharp, whereas the redistributed emission 
is complex and broad.) Assuming that this is indeed the case, 
we shall introduce the yield Y of the direct component, Le., the 
number of photons emitted in the direct component divided by 
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and the direct emission rate, resulting from the doorway state, 
is 

ID(~L)  = IGss(w~)I2 ( 5 )  

In a frequency-resolved experiment the direct yield, therefore, will 
be 

Here y is the radiative width of the states Is) and (I]>). Equation 
6 can be rewritten explicitely by using the molecular eigenstates 
(eq 2), i.e. 

(7) 

Alternatively, Green's function G, may be written in the f ~ r m : ~ * ~ * ~  

Here As and rs are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of 
the self-energy operator: 
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and 

where w,, E ,  - E,. Using eq 6 and 7 and taking rj = y, we 
then have 

Alternately, upon the substitution of eq 8 in eq 6, we get 

Equations 10 and 11 allow us to analyze the molecular behavior 
as follows: suppose we tune the excitation frequency wL to be near 
resonant with an isolated spectral feature, well separated from 
all other lines. The yield Y(wL) (as well as the molecular dynamics, 
see eq 16) will depend crucially on the number N of b )  states 
contained in that feature. It is common to distinguish between 
case (A), whereby N = 1, the intermediate case (B), where N is 
small but finite, and the statistical limit (C), whereby N is very 
large and the (b)) manifold forms practically a continuum. In 
case A, the yield is independent on ut, Y(wL) = 1ajI2, reflecting 
the fact that the doorway state contains an 1aj12 fraction of Is )  
character and 1 - Iaj12 redistributed character. This yield merely 
arises from a static mixing and carries no dynamical information. 
Neither the appearance of the redistributed component nor its 
shape or yield contain any dynamical information in this case. 
In case B, the yield varies with wL, reflecting the dynamical IVR 
processes. Time-resolved spectra (eq 16) show quantum beats 
in this case. Finally, in case C the IVR becomes irreversible, 
I',(wL) is constant independent on wL, and so is the yield (eq 11). 
In this case, the yield is dynamical in nature and reflects the rate 
of IVR relative to the radiative width y. The experiments on 
alkylben~enes~*~ were performed with a low spectral and temporal 
resolution (0.5 cm-' and 10 ns, respectively). We have shown2 
that these molecules at -2000 cm-' of vibrational energy clearly 
do not belong to case C since the time evolution is incompatible 
with the yield for this case. Those low-resolution experiments were 
not capable of determining, however, whether these molecules 
belong to case A or B. For case A, there is no dynamics involved 
in the experiment, and the observed yield Y(wL) (eq 10) simply 
reflects the nature of the doorway state (what fraction of the 
doorway state is localized within the ring). If there are few 
eigenstates under the observed absorption line (case B), then an 
intramolecular vibrational dynamics takes place. In principle, a 
highly resolved absorption (excitation) spectrum should reveal the 
number of u) levels, thus yielding the same information contained 
in the time-resolved quantum beats. In real life, however, the 
absorption is often dominated by a residual inhomogeneous 
broadening (sequences, rotations), which obscures this information. 
In addition, if the widths rj are comparable to the spacings wjj', 
the spectrum becomes difficult to interpret. Therefore, t ime and 
frequency-resolved experiments with a much better resolution are 
needed in order to distinguish between cases A and B.537-10 In 
conclusion, at present, the alkylbenzene experiments do not provide 
any evidence for dynamic IVR processes, and it is not clear 
whether the initial excitation is already delocalized. The analysis 
of TBH is based on the assumption, which is not supported by 
experimental evidence, that these systems belong to case B. 

Let us turn now to our second point, namely, the behavior of 
the yield Y ( w L )  with detuning for case B. (In cases A and C ,  the 
quantum yield does not depend on detuning.) As pointed out 
earlier, this may or may not be relevant to alkylbenzenes. It should 
be noted, however, that case B was unambiguously established 
in the remarkable picosecond experiments of Zewail et al. on 
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Figure 3. The yield Y(wL) (eq 6 )  for the two systems of Figure 2. Note 
that the yield rises sharply to unity as the excitation is detuned off the 
quasicontinuum w = wL - wsg = fA/2  and is very different for the A = 
40 and A = 200 cases. The A = 200 calculation is displayed twice, for 
a small (Iwl < A/2, middle panel) and a large (Iwl ) A/2, top panel) 
dstuning range. 

The analysis of the dependence of Y(wL)  on detuning is most 
transparent using eq 11 together with eq 9b. It is clear from these 
equations that whenever rs(wL) vanishes, then Y = 1. Under these 
conditions, we get only direct emission, implying that no IVR takes 
place, and the excitation is selective. Equation 9b shows that this 
condition will be met for large detunings. 

(12) lwlg - WLI >> 79 VSI 

r d w L )  - (WL - wl*)-2 

whereby rS vanishes as 

(13) 

Note, however, that by large detunings we do not mean just 
from the doorway state, but rather from all the background levels 
11) as well. To illustrate this point, we have considered a model 
system consisting of equally spaced 11) levels lying between El = 
-A/2 to El = A/2, The coupling matrix elements V,, were taken 
to be random variables with values bounded between f W, i.e. 

a n t h r a ~ e n e . ~ . ' ~  E, = 0 
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Figure 4. The same line shapes of Figure 2 plotted on a logarithmic scale. ID for A = 40 and A = 200 is practically the same, Ia, on the other hand, 
drops sharply as wL is tuned off the quasicontinuum, resulting in a yield of unity Y(w,) = 1. 

-A12 I El I A/2 (14) 

-w I v,, 5 w 
The spacing between adjacent 11) levels was taken to be 1; we chose 
W = 3 and considered two systems with 40 and 200 11) levels (A 
= 40 and A = 200, respectively). In Figure 2, we show the 
absorption ( I , )  and the direct emission (ID) for these two systems 
as a function of detuning w = wL - wSg. Apart from a small noise 
in the tails, the line shapes for both systems are practically 
identical. The behavior of the yield Y(wL) for these systems is 
shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the yield rises sharply to unity 
as the excitation is detuned away from the quasicontinuum, Le., 
IwI = A/2, Despite the fact that the line shapes I, and ID (Figure 
2) look similar, the detuning behavior of the yield is very different 
in both cases. The lower panel shows how the yield for A = 40 
becomes 1 as IwI > A/2 = 20. The middle panel displays Y(wL) 
for the A = 200 case on the same frequency scale showing that 
no selectivity occurs and IVR is not eliminated since IwI < A. The 
top panel shows the yield for A = 200 on a larger frequency scale 
and here Y becomes unity as IwI > A/2 = 100. Figure 3 dem- 
onstrates what is clear from eq 9b and 11, namely, that only when 
the excitation is detuned away from the quasicontinuum will a 
selective excitation occur. What happens in practice is that, for 
off-resonance detuning with respect to the doorway state, the 
fluorescence is dominated by quasicontinuum levels Il), which are 
near resonance with the radiation field wig - wL.  These levels 
have a negligible contribution to the absorption line shape but will 
make the fluorescence to appear “resonance like”. A further 
insight into this effect is provided by Figure 4, which shows I ,  
and I D  of Figure 2 on a logarithmic scale. ID for both cases ( A  
= 40 and 200) is practically the same in the wings. Z,, however, 
drops sharply as wL is tuned away from the quasicontinuum, and 
this is why Y(wL) - 1. For realistic polyatomic molecules, like 
alkylbenzenes, there is a broad quasicontinuum (A is infinite), 
and we are never “off resonance” with respect to the quasicon- 
tinuum. Therefore, the yield will not rise as we go far off reso- 
nance. TBH’ have used an unrealistic level scheme, which took 

into account only three, almost degenerate modes. In that level 
scheme, A is restricted, and the true quasicontinuum is absent. 
This is the reason for their apparent selectivity. As is shown by 
Figure 3, when the quasicontinuum is propertly incorporated, that 
apparent selectivity will disappear. It should be noted, however, 
that by using high-resolution (MHz-GHz) excitation, it may be 
possible to take advantage of localfluctuations in the density of 
states and achieve a selective excitation. On this fine resolution, 
it is possible to locate groups of bunched molecular eigenstates, 
separated by a “spectroscopic desert” with no eigenstates. Such 
an example was analyzed by Kommandeur et al. in the P branch 
of the 0-0 transition in pyraziene. The P(l) and P(2) transitions 
contain several lines spread over - 3 GHz, and they are separated 
by an “empty” range of 15 GHz. By tuning the excitation fre- 
quency between the P(l)  and P(2) transitions, we expect to see 
enhancement in the direct yield. Kommandeur et a1.6 have 
conducted detailed spectroscopic studies of the detuning behavior 
in pyrazine. Their measurements were time resolved but carry 
essentially the same information as Y(wL). In order to see that, 
we shall now analyze their experiment in detail. Suppose we use 
an excitation pulse whose electric field is given by 

(15) 
Let us denote the time-dependent emission rate by Z ( t )  and the 
“direct” emission rate by i.e.4*5 

M t )  = ylcs(t)12; 1 0 )  = r[Ics(t)12 + CIci(t)I*I (16) 

where c,(t)  and q(t) is the amplitude of the system to be in the 
state Is) and 11) at  time t .  Using standard perturbation theory, 
we get4q5 

E L ( t )  = $ ( t )  exp(-ioLt) + cc 

I 

zD(t)  = ID+( t )  + ID-(f) (17) 
where 

 ID+(^) = 7 ,Z Iaj’121aj12 S l d T l  -m JrdT2 9(t - T I )  x 
J+j‘ 

9*(t - Q )  exp[-iEjr, + 
iEys2 - 1 / 2 r j ~ ~  - 1 / 2 r p 2 ]  exp[i(Eg + w L ) ( T ~  - rz)] (18) 
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Here J(w) is the power spectrum of the excitation pulse, i.e. 

When the number of 11) states is large and, provided the excitation 
pulse d( t )  is short enough, ZD+ will decay much faster than ID-, 
since it contains the dephasing due to the energy spread of b )  
states. The time-resolved emission will then consist of a “short” 
component ID+( t ) ,  followed by a “long” component consisting of 
fD- and the redistributed emission due to the various 11) ~tates.~9~~3’* 
The appearance of short and long components is typical to in- 
termediate-size molecules. Kommandeur et aL6 have measured 
the integrated ratio of the short component relative to the total 
emission, i.e., 
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If we use the same pulsed excitation (eq 15) but resolve the 
direct and redistributed components in frequency (rather than in 
time), then eq 6 becomes4v5 

Y = -yJdw IGSs(wL + w)12 J ( w ) / x d w  Im Gss(wL + w)J(w) 

(23) 

(23a) 
For large numbers of b) states, eq 21 and 23 are practically the 
same since the restriction j # j’ becomes statistically insignificant. 
Far off resonance, they both give 

Y = u+ = claj(2 , (24) 
J 

The relative area of the short component (eq 21) carries, 
therefore, essentially the same information as the yield Y(eq 23). 
Far off resonance, they both achieve a maximum. Kommandeur 
et aL6 have found an oscillatory behavior of P as wL was tuned 
across the P branch of pyrazine with maxima occurring for de- 
tuning inbetween two absorption lines. We predict that these 
maxima should be observed in a frequency-resolved experiment 
as  well (eq 6 or eq 23). 
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